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6EP#BFSt(BCSJFMF'SJDL#BFS

5IF#JH#PPLPG&NPUJPOT
5IFOVNCFSPOFHVJEFCPPLUPPVS
FNPUJPOT
*OTQJSJOHJEFBTGPSUIFQVSTVJUPG
TFMGLOPXMFEHF
*OUPEBZTXPSME JUJTIBSEUPNBLFUJNFPSGJOE
SPPNUPFYQFSJFODFPVSFNPUJPOTBOEZFUUIFZ
EFUFSNJOFFWFSZBTQFDUPGPVSBDUJPOT5IFTFUXP
SFOPXOFEFYQFSUTJOUIFGJFMEPGFNPUJPOBM
LOPXMFEHFHJWFZPVUIFDPVSBHFUPFYQMPSFZPVS
JOOFSGFFMJOHT BOENBLFJUGVOBOEJOUFSFTUJOH
&NPUJPOTDBOCFXPOEFSGVM UIFZDBOCFEBOHF
SPVT UIFZNJHIUCFTVQQSFTTFECVUJGZPVBD
DFQUUIFNGPSXIBUUIFZBSF ZPVHBJOWBMVBCMF
insight into your own personality, your history,
BOEZPVSEFWFMPQNFOU
Both experts present the range of important emotions that we experience, explain why we have them,
what purpose they serve, and how we can live a life in
which we consciously experience them. The authors
provide tips and advice, and encourage the reader to
actively pursue self-knowledge and to find inspiration
in passages collected from literature and philosophy.

'SPNUIFDPOUFOUT
Desire ✷ Blame ✷ Fear ✷ Security ✷ Frustration and Anger
✷ Loneliness ✷ Dignity ✷ Stubbornness ✷ Grief ✷ Belonging
and alienation ✷ Empathy ✷ Loyalty and betrayal ✷ Joy and
happiness ✷ Curiosity ✷ Interest and passion ✷ How can
we love?

Udo Baer, PhD, educator, body psychotherapist,
founding member and managing director, therapie
kreativ, chairman Foundation for Human Dignity.
Gabriele Frick-Baer, PhD, educator, body and trauma
psychotherapist, practitioner of alternate medicine
(psychotherapy), and founding member and director
of therapy, therapie kreativ.
Over the years the authors have written the »Library of
Emotions« which comprises twelve volumes to date.
Selection from the series »Library of Emotions«

Udo Baer / Gabriele Frick-Baer

5IF#JH#PPLPG&NPUJPOT
approx. 360 pages, hardback
ISBN 978-3-407-85846-7
Publication date: 10/2014
Target group
General readership
978-3-407-85870-2
Rights sold: Serbian

978-3-407-85903-7

978-3-407-85869-6
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4BSBMJTB7PMN

Julia Dibbern

.BNBCFBU

1BNQFSZPVS#BCZUPZPVS
Heart’s Content

5IFOFXNPUIFSCFBU

1BNQFSJOHZPVSDIJMEJTHPPEGPSUIFCBCZ
BOEGPSZPV

&ODPVSBHFNFOUGPSZPVOHNPUIFST
'SFFEPN TUBZJOHMPPTF IBWJOHGVOZPVSMJGFJTOPUPWFS
KVTUCFDBVTFZPVIBWFBDIJME*OGBDU UIBUTXIFOMJGF
SFBMMZHFUTHPJOH4BSBMJTB7PMN TUBSPGUIF#FSMJOJOEF
QFOEFOUNPWJFTDFOF TQFBLTGPSBOFXHFOFSBUJPOPG
QBSFOUTXJUIUIJTCPPL
No more perfect parenting, no more pressure to have the
perfect family. Have more fun, style, more individualism. Keep
your life glamorous! The actor’s stories about her life as a
young mother are authentic, disrespectful, and fresh. She does
away with clichés and misconceptions about being a parent.
Her book encourages readers to shed their fears and to live life
to the fullest with children. Her writing is full of life, always
positive, and sometimes wild.
Saralisa Volm, actress and mother. She studied philosophy
and art history, and had her children at 24 and 27 years of age.
She is planning to have her third child when she turns 30, an
age when most people are just thinking of starting a family.

5IFMBUFTUGJOEJOHTJOFWPMVUJPOBSZCJPMPHZ
:PVOHQBSFOUTXBOUOPUIJOHNPSFUIBOUPGFFMDMPTFUP
BOECFHFOUMFXJUIUIFJSCBCZ.BOZ IPXFWFS GFFMVOTV
SFPGUIFNTFMWFTCFDBVTFGFBSPGTQPJMJOHDIJMESFOJTXJ
EFTQSFBE)PXDBOXFCFTUBEESFTTUIFOFFETPGPVS
child?
Julia Dibbern shows that recent findings in epigenetics and
evolutionary biology prove that parents cannot give a baby
too much pampering and attention. Parents are presented
with compact summaries of aspects of early childhood development to help them to find their personal approach to care
and tenderness for their baby. Dibbern’s nine stepping stones
to pampering your baby are parent-tested, scientifically proven, and individually variable.
Julia Dibbern, one of Germany’s most innovative experts on
raising children. She teaches courses on Parent-Child-Bonding
and Natural Parenting in Germany and abroad.

Saralisa Volm

Julia Dibbern

.BNBCFBU

1BNQFSZPVS#BCZUPZPVS)FBSUT$POUFOU

approx. 240 pages, paperback
ISBN 978-3-407-85841-2
Publication date: 08/2014

9 Stepping Stones to Pampering Your Baby and Providing
a Good Start in Life
approx. 240 pages, paperback
ISBN 978-3-407-85997-6
Publication date: 10/2014

Target group
Young mothers, parents

Target group
Parents
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/PSB*NMBV

/JDPMB4DINJEU

Friendship

#SBWFSZ

What Friendship Means to Children and
How Parents Can Help

)PX$IJMESFO(SPXUP.FFU$IBMMFOHFT

)PXGSJFOETDBOCPPTUDIJMEIPPEEFWFMPQNFOU

$PVSBHFPVTQBSFOUToCSBWFDIJMESFO

1MFOUZPGUJQTBOEBEWJDFGPSQBSFOUTBOEFEVDBUPST

-BUFTUGJOEJOHTGSPNEFWFMPQNFOUBMQTZDIPMPHZ

$IJMESFOCSPBEFOUIFJSIPSJ[POTJOGSJFOETIJQTXJUIPUIFST
When they play with their peers, they learn how to be conTJEFSBUFPGPUIFSTBOEUPTFUCPVOEBSJFTBOEHVJEFMJOFTGPS
GSJFOETIJQ&WFSZGSJFOETIJQJTVOJRVFTPNFDIJMESFOFWFO
IBWFJOWJTJCMFGSJFOET*OUIFXPSMEPGBDIJMETJNBHJOBUJPO
BOEQMBZ GSJFOETIJQNFBOTTPNFUIJOHEJGGFSFOUUIBOJU
does to an adult.

#SBWFDIJMESFOOFFEQBSFOUTXIPHJWFUIFNPQQPSUVOJUJFT
GPSGSFFEPN$IJMESFOEFWFMPQCSBWFSZXIFOUIFZBSFBMMP
XFEUPQMBZXJUIPUIFSDIJMESFOXJUIPVUBOBEVMUTJNNFEJB
UFQSFTFODF#FJOHCSBWFNFBOTBDUJOHPVUTJEFPGUIFSVMFT
and security set by adults. Being able to say no and to stay
BXBZGSPNEBOHFSBMTPSFRVJSFSFBMCSBWFSZGSPNDIJMESFO

Nora Imlau establishes the enormous potential in childhood
friendships and shows which values and rituals play a role in
these relationships. She demonstrates how friends can influence our personalities and provides tips and advice for parents about how to help their children build friendships.
Nora Imlau, regular contributor to the magazine »Eltern«
(Parenting) and has published two successful parenting
guides. She lives in Leipzig with her husband and her two
daughters. www.nora-imlau.de

Nicola Schmidt leads us through this emotional landscape and
shows us how children can grow to become increasingly brave.
She explains how children develop psychologically and describes children’s tests of bravery all over the world, from Africa to
Alaska. Children talk about the most exciting experiences they
have had. Schmidt shows parents how to promote bravery in
their children by allowing autonomy within the bounds of safety.
Nicola Schmidt, journalist who writes science-based articles for
newspapers. She has worked with educators to organize wilderness camps and workshops for children and parents within the
Artgerecht-Projekt (Our Natural Environment Project) since 2010.

Barbara
Nora
Imlau
Brüning

Wolfgang
Edelstein/Susanne Frank/Anne Sliwka (Hrsg.)
Nicola Schmidt

6OEEJF8FMUWPONPSHFO
Friendship

1SBYJTCVDI%FNPLSBUJFQÊEBHPHJL
#SBWFSZ

What Friendship
Ethische
Fragen aus
Means
Natur
to und
Children
Technik
and How Parents Can Help
im Unterricht
approx.
128 pages,
behandeln
paperback
Beltz 978-3-407-72716-9
ISBN
Praxis 2009
160 Seiten, broschiert
Publication
date: 10/2014
Format: 16,5 x 24,0 cm
Target
group
€ 24,95
D/sFr 47,60
Parents,
educators, and all those involved with children
ISBN 978-3-407-62642-4

How Children
Beltz
Praxis 2009
Grow to Meet Challenges
256 Seiten,
approx.
100broschiert
pages, paperback
Format:
ISBN
978-3-407-72715-2
21,0 x 29,7 cm
Publication
date: 10/2014
€ 29,95 D/sFr
49,90
ISBN 978-3-407-62617-2
Target
group
erscheint:
21.10.2009
Parents,
educators,
Warengruppe:
1.821and all those involved with children

erscheint: 19.08.2009
Warengruppe: 1.574
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Herbert Renz-Polster

Marco Wehr

5IF4BODUJUZPG$IJMEIPPE

-JUUMF$IJMESFOBSF(SFBU
Teachers

Why Parents Should Reassert the Right
to Raise Their Children

5BLFDIBSHFPGZPVSDIJMETEFWFMPQNFOU

5IFFMFNFOUBSZQPXFSPGFOUIVTJBTN

1BSFOUJOHCFUXFFOMPWFBOEQPXFSTUSVHHMFT

8IZDIJMESFOMJWFMJGFUPUIFGVMMFTU

"OJODSFBTJOHTVCNJTTJPOPGHPWFSONFOUBOETPDJFUZUP
NBSLFUJOUFSFTUTQVUTNPSFBOENPSFQSFTTVSFPODIJME
SFO.BOZQBSFOUTGFFMUIBUXIBUUIFFDPOPNZBOEFEV
DBUJPOBMJOTUJUVUJPOTUFMMUIFNIBTWFSZMJUUMFUPEPXJUI
UIFSFBMOFFETPGUIFJSDIJMESFO

*UJTBSFNBSLBCMFUSVUIUIBUWJSUVPTPUBMFOUTBOEBDDPN
QMJTIFENBTUFSTMFBSOJOUIFTBNFXBZUIBUMJUUMFDIJMESFO
learn. Marco Wehr, researcher and internationally renowOFEEBODFS TIPXTQBSFOUTBOEUFBDIFSTIPXUPNBLFUIF
NPTUPGFWFSZEBZXJUIZPVOHDIJMESFOBOEUIFXPOEFSGVM
GPVOUPGLOPXMFEHFUIFZQPTTFTT

Herbert Renz-Poster makes an impassioned plea to all parents
to become involved and to re-examine their own views and
actions before market interests completely determine how
children are raised and how families live together. The renowned pediatrician demonstrates how parents can have
more influence on their children’s development by making a
conscious decision to be competent and responsible parents,
to positively affect their child’s personal development, and to
strengthen their parent-child relationships.
Herbert Renz-Polster, pediatrician and lecturer at the Institute
for Public Health, University of Heidelberg. His field of research
is child development.
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5IF8JTEPNPGUIF&BSMZ:FBST

Little children approach the world with wonder, persistence
and tireless effort. They aren’t deterred by failure. They are courageous. They set themselves goals beyond their own reach.
Their ability to learn new things seems to unfurl effortlessly
before our eyes. When we observe young children we can see
what is truly important for successful learning.
Marco Wehr, PhD, physicist, philosopher and internationally
renowned dancer. His books have won critical acclaim and are
ranked among the best science books of the year.

Herbert Renz-Polster

Marco Wehr

5IF4BODUJUZPG$IJMEIPPE

-JUUMF$IJMESFOBSF(SFBU5FBDIFST

Why Parents Should Reassert the Right to Raise Their Children
approx. 180 pages, hardback
ISBN 978-3-407-85847-4
Publication date: 10/2014

The Wisdom of the Early Years
approx. 120 pages, paperback
ISBN 978-3-407-85990-7
Publication date: 10/2014

Target group
Parents, educators, teachers, and all those involved with children

Target group
Parents, educators, teachers, and all those involved with children
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Helena Horn

)PX.POESJBO$BO$IBOHF:PVS-JGF
%PXOTIJGUJOH5IF/FX4JNQMF
%PXOTIJGUJOHNFBOTTIJGUJOHUPBMPXFSHFBSJO
BMMBSFBTPGZPVSMJGFZPVSDBSFFS ZPVSDPOTVNF
SJTN ZPVSTUSFTTGVMMFJTVSFUJNF.POESJBOTQBJO
tings show us how: reduction leads to clarity,
QFBDF BOEBKPZGVMBQQSFDJBUJPOPGXIBUJTSFBMMZ
JNQPSUBOU-FTTJTNPSF
If you can free yourself from what you don’t really
need, status symbols, and the wrong goals in life, you
can find your own personal path to living life to the
fullest. In the face of a shrinking national economy,
this is the way of the future. Helena Horn shows us
how we can look at art for inspiration and achieve
more clarity, autonomy and individualism in our lives.
'SPNUIFDPOUFOUT
Nefertiti and our lifetime  Monet and desire
 Mondrian and what is essential  Chaplin and
putting food on the table  Bauhaus and the beauty
of practicality  Fellini and an inner emptiness  Warhol and consumerism  Jeff Koons and yearning for
possessions  Vivienne Westwood and information
overload.

%PXOTIJGUJOHTMPXJOHEPXOBOE
DPOTVNJOHMFTT

Helena Horn, PhD, art historian. As an art curator she
has given much consideration to the value of objects.
She looks back on twenty years of working for museums, artists, and galleries in places like Berlin, Venice,
and Rio de Janeiro. Today she writes and publishes
about art and design, acts as a consultant in the field
of art and culture.

"DIJFWFBIJHIFSRVBMJUZPGMJGF
"SUBTBQBUIUPNJOJNBMJTNJOMJGF

Helena Horn

)PX.POESJBO$BO$IBOHF:PVS-JGF
Downshifting: The New Simple
approx. 220 pages, paperback
ISBN 978-3-407-85994-5
Publication date: 07/2014
Target group
General readership
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+PTFG(JHFS#àUMFS

»We’ll get through this«
)PXUP-JWF8JUI4PNFPOF4VGGFSJOHGSPN%FQSFTTJPO
1FPQMFXJUIEFQSFTTJPOTVGGFSHSFBUMZ BOETPEP
UIPTFXIPBSFDMPTFUPUIFN+PTFG(JHFS#àUMFSJT
a renowned Swiss psychotherapist. In his latest
CPPL IFEFTDSJCFTBTUFQCZTUFQQSPDFTTCZ
XIJDIGSJFOETBOEGBNJMZDBOIFMQBMPWFEPOF
PVUPGUIFEFQSFTTJWFDZDMFPGGFFMJOHPWFSXIFM
NFECZMJGFTEFNBOETBOEHJWJOHVQPOUSZJOHUP
NFFUUIFN
It becomes more and more painful to watch a loved
one suffer from depression and see them isolate
themselves increasingly behind self-imposed barriers.
This is a book for the partners, friends, and family of
someone suffering from depression. It teaches how
to get through this difficult time without coming to
harm yourself, and to maintain a relationship based
on dignity and fairness. It reminds you to remember
your own needs throughout.
Josef Giger-Bütler, PhD , psychotherapist in private
practice in Lucerne. He has specialized in therapy
and cures for depression for many years.

0WFSDPNJOHEFQSFTTJPOUPHFUIFSBCPPLGPS
QBSUOFST GBNJMZBOEGSJFOET
"TUFQCZTUFQHVJEFUPEFGFBUJOHEFQSFTTJPO
together
(JHFS#àUMFSTCPPLTIBWFTPMEPWFS
100,000 copies

Instructions for self-help

Ulrich Herrmann
Josef(Hrsg.)
Giger-Bütler

Heinz Klippert/Frank Müller

/FVSPEJEBLUJL
»We’ll get through this«

.FUIPEFOMFSOFOJOEFS(SVOETDIVMF

Grundlagen und
HowVorschläge
to Live WithfürSomeone
gehirngerechtes
Suffering from Depression
Lehren und Lernen
approx. 240 pages, hardback
Beltz Pädagogik
ISBN 978-3-407-85992-1
2., erweitertePublication
Auflage 2009.
date:
288
07/2014
Seiten, broschiert
Format: 16,5 x 24,0 cm
Target47,60
group
€ 24,95 D/sFr
Friends,
family and partners of people who suffer from deISBN 978-3-407-25511-2
pression, caregivers
erscheint: 15.07.2009

Bausteine für den Unterricht
Beltz Praxis
eller
Bests
4., neu ausgestattete Auflage 2009
313 Seiten, broschiert
Format: 16,5 x 24,0 cm

Warengruppe: 1.572
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The roots of depression

dition
4th e

€ 26,95
D/sFr 49,00
978-3-407-22189-6

978-3-407-85889-4

ISBN 978-3-407-62660-8
Rights sold:
Danish
erscheint:
15.07.2009
(rights reverted)
Warengruppe:
1.574

Rights sold: Danish
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7JLUPS&'SBOLM

7JLUPS&'SBOLM

Recollections:
An Autobiography

Logotherapy and
&YJTUFOUJBM"OBMZTJT
5FYUTGSPN4JY%FDBEFT

x/PUIJOHJOUIJTXPSMEJTPGNPSFMBTUJOHIFMQUPBQFSTPO
USZJOHUPTVSWJWFBOETUBZIFBMUIZUIBOUIFLOPXMFEHF
UIBUUIFZIBWFBQVSQPTFJOMJGFj
5IJTXBTUIFDSFEPPGXPSMEGBNPVTQTZDIJBUSJTU7JLUPS&
'SBOLM GPVOEFSPGUIF5IJSE7JFOOFTF4DIPPMPG1TZDIP
therapy, Logotherapy.

5IJTDSPTTTFDUJPOPGIBMGBDFOUVSZTXPSLPGSFTFBSDI
TIPXTIPX7JLUPS&'SBOLMGPSHFEMJOLTCFUXFFOQTZDIJB
USZ QIJMPTPQIZ BOEQTZDIPMPHZ5IFCPPLDPOUBJOTB
TVNNBSZPGUIFMJGFBOEMJGFTXPSLPG7JLUPS&'SBOLM 
UIFGPVOEFSPG5IJSE7JFOOFTF4DIPPMPG1TZDIPUIFSBQZ 
Logotherapy. The 13 articles and lectures were personally
TFMFDUFECZUIFBVUIPSBOEDPWFSBUJNFTQBOPGTJYEFDB
des.

This is the first published collection of recollections and reflections by Viktor E. Frankl. He gives an account of his childhood
and youth in Vienna and his life as a young doctor treating patients with nervous disorders between the two world wars.
Frankl describes his debates with Sigmund Freud and Alfred
Adler and their impact on Logotherapy. In 1945, he was one of
the few to survive internment in the concentration camp at
Auschwitz, after which he returned to Vienna. This autobiographical sketch of his life contains numerous previously unpublished examinations of the origins of psychoanalysis and
its various specializations. Moreover, Frankl’s writings are a
moving eyewitness account of European social and political
history, and the history of European thought.

'SPNUIFDPOUFOUT
On the Question of Spirituality and Psychotherapy  Psychiatric Autonomy  Philosophy and Psychotherapy  On Psychotherapy and Medical Supplements for the Treatment of Neuroses  An Outline of Existential Analysis and Psychotherapy
 The Psychology and Psychiatry of the Concentration Camp
 Rudolf Allers as Philosopher and Psychiatrist  Should medicine become more psychological or more humanistic?  Individual Psychology Meets Logotherapy  Hunger for Bread
 Hunger for Meaning  People Searching for Ultimate Meaning  Remarks on the Pathology of the Zeitgeist

Viktor E. Frankl

Viktor E. Frankl

Recollections: An Autobiography

-PHPUIFSBQZBOE&YJTUFOUJBM"OBMZTJT

114 pages, paperback
ISBN 978-3-407-22757-7
Publication date: 1995

Texts from Six Decades
320 pages, paperback
ISBN 978-3-407-22129-2
Publication date: 1998

Rights sold:
Bulgarian (rights reverted), Chinese Complex, Czech, English,
French, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Lithuanian, Portuguese (Brazil),
Spanish

Rights sold:
Italian, Portuguese (world)
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+PIBOOFT-JOEFONFZFSt5IPNBT-JOEFONFZFS

&WFO%SJOLJOH/FFETUPCF-FBSOU
How to Help Your Child Find the Right Way
to Deal with Alcohol
With this guidebook, parents get help in teaching
their sons and daughters a low-risk way to handle
the legal drug alcohol. In concrete terms, it provides:
 background knowledge about alcohol
 advice on how parents could talk to their children
about alcohol and drinking behavior
 tips on how they could react to their children’s
excessive alcohol consumption.
Johannes und Thomas Lindenmeyer encourage parents to address this important issue actively. With a
lot of sample conversations, an “alco-check” and concrete information, they help parents to bring up this
difficult issue within the family. And the reason is:
even drinking can be learnt!
'SPNUIFDPOUFOUT
Young people’s drinking behavior  The specific
danger of alcohol for young people  The problem
of an abnormal drinking culture  The use of alcohol
as a developmental task  How do you learn to ride
a bike?  How to speak to my child about it: communication strategies  Consuming alcohol with less
risk: the »Big Three«  Learning by observing  How
I deal with alcohol myself  Learning by trying 
Learning from negative experiences  Frequently
asked questions

3FBMMJGF USJFEBOEUFTUFEUJQTGPSQBSFOUT
8JUIBOBMDPIPMDIFDLGPSUFFOBHFSTBOE
parents

Johannes Lindenmeyer, professor, qualified psychologist, director of the Salus Clinic in Lindow, a specialist clinic for psychosomatics and addiction.
Thomas Lindenmeyer, MA, former headmaster, now
a communications consultant and systemic coach.

Development and treatment
of alcohol and drug addiction

Recognizing and overcoming
alcohol problems

Johannes Lindenmeyer / Thomas Lindenmeyer

&WFO%SJOLJOH/FFETUPCF-FBSOU
How to Help Your Child Find the Right Way
to Deal with Alcohol
150 pages, paperback
ISBN 978-3-621-28191-1
Publication date: 08/2014
Target group
Parents, teachers
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copie

dition
3rd e

978-3-621-27695-5

978-3-407-85930-3

Rights sold: Polish
(rights reverted)

Rights sold: Polish
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"OHFMB-VQQFOt)BSMJDI)4UBWFNBOO

"OE4VEEFOMZ0GGUIF3BJMTy
-JGF"GUFSB4USPLF 5SBVNBUJD#SBJO*OKVSZBOE0UIFS
Neurological Disorders
The book deals directly with the problems patients
with “acquired” organic brain diseases have. It helps
them to understand their illness, to accept it and
make the most of their current situation. All the
suggestions and exercises are based on Cognitive
Behavioral Therapy (CBT).
The book is aimed at sufferers who have to deal with
the consequences of these disorders:
 stroke
 traumatic brain injury
 brain tumors
 multiple sclerosis
 inflammation of the brain
book
Guide
and
tients
for pa
s
il
m
fa ie
their

Harlich H. Stavemann, PhD, lecturing therapist/supervisor for cognitive behavioral therapy, director of
the Institute for Integrative Behavioral Therapy (IVT)
in Hamburg.
Angela Luppen, graduate psychologist, psychotherapist in private practice in Bad Oeynhausen.

'JSTUTFMGIFMQCPPLXJUIB$#5CBDLHSPVOE
GPSOFVSPQTZDIPMPHJDBMQBUJFOUT
4VJUBCMFCPUIGPSQBUJFOUTBOEUIFJSGBNJMJFT

CBT in Neuropsychology

Introduction to CBT with
Children and Adolescents

978-3-621-28087-7

978-3-621-27693-1

Rights sold: Polish
(rights reverted)

Rights sold: Polish

"OHFMB-VQQFOr)BSMJDI)4UBWFNBOO

"OE4VEEFOMZ0GGUIF3BJMTy
Life After a Stroke, Traumatic Brain Injury and Other
Neurological Disorders
210 pages, hardcover
ISBN 978-3-621-28153-9
Publication date: 08/2014
Target group
Sufferers of neurological disorders (e.g. stroke, traumatic
brain injury) who are in neuropsychological treatment or
as an accompaniment to self-help and their families
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Stephanie Mehl  Tania Lincoln

4JMLB)BHFOB.BMUF(FCBVFS

Therapy Tools
Psychoses

Therapy Tools
"OYJFUZ%JTPSEFST

5PPMCPYGPSUSFBUJOHQTZDIPTFT
5IFGJSTUDPMMFDUJPOPGNBUFSJBMTPOUIFTVCKFDU
*ODMVEFTEJGGFSFOUUFDIOJRVFTGSPN$#5 "$5BOE
NJOEGVMOFTTCBTFENFUIPET

5SFBUJOHBOYJFUZ
5IFGJSTUDPMMFDUJPOPGNBUFSJBMTPOUIFTVCKFDU
*ODMVEFTEJGGFSFOUGPSNTPGUIFSBQZ FH"$5 
FNPUJPOBMMZGPDVTFEUIFSBQZ TDIFNBUIFSBQZ

5IFUFSNxQTZDIPTJTjJTVTFEUPEFTDSJCFTDIJ[PQISFOJB 
TDIJ[PUZQBMBOEEFMVTJPOBMEJTPSEFST5IFNPTUDPNNPO 
BOEBMTPNPTUOPUJDFBCMFTZNQUPNTPGUIFTF BSFEFMVTJ
POTBOEIBMMVDJOBUJPOT8PSMEXJEF BCPVUPOFQFSDFOUPG
UIFQPQVMBUJPOTVGGFSTGSPNQTZDIPTFT

"OYJFUZEJTPSEFSTBSFBNPOHUIFNPTUDPNNPONFOUBM
EJTPSEFSTBCPVUPGBMMQFPQMFXPSMEXJEFGBMMJMMXJUI
BOBOYJFUZEJTPSEFSBUMFBTUPODFEVSJOHUIFJSMJWFT

Stephanie Mehl and Tania Lincoln provide the treating therapist
with several tools for direct use in therapy, including checklists,
interviews and therapy protocol templates. In addition to a successful psychoeducation, the topics, in particular, include thorough treatment planning and interventions to modify delusions and hallucinations.
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Silka Hagena and Malte Gebauer provide diagnostic and therapeutic materials for the most common anxiety disorders:
panic disorder, agoraphobia, social phobia, specific phobia,
generalized anxiety disorder, hypochondria. Along with the
traditional techniques of cognitive behavioral therapy, further
developments in recent years are also taken into account,
such as mindfulness, ACT, motivational interviewing or solution-oriented approaches.

Stephanie Mehl, PhD, graduate psychologist, senior psychologist (neuropsychology), psychotherapist, clinical neuropsychologist (GNP), University of Marburg.
Tania Lincoln, professor, graduate psychologist, professor of
clinical psychology and psychotherapy, Faculty of Psychology
at the University of Hamburg.

Silka Hagena, graduate psychologist, senior psychologist at
the Asklepios Clinic in Nord-Ochsenzoll/Hamburg.
Malte Gebauer, graduate psychologist, ward psychologist at
the Asklepios Clinic in Nord-Ochsenzoll/ Hamburg.

Stephanie Mehl / Tania Lincoln

Silka Hagena / Malte Gebauer

Therapy Tools Psychoses

5IFSBQZ5PPMT"OYJFUZ%JTPSEFST

approx. 256 pages, paperback
ISBN 978-3-621-28155-3
Publication date: 08/2014

approx. 250 pages, paperback
ISBN 978-3-621-28135-5
Publication date: 08/2014

Target group
Medical and psychological psychotherapists in clinics, practices and education; psychiatrists

Target group
Psychological and medical psychotherapists in clinics, practices
and education; psychiatrists

Beltz Psychology

#BSCBSB+àSHFOT,BSJO-àCCFO

)BOOBI$IPMFNLFSZ Christine Freitag

4PDJBM$PNQFUFODF(SPVQ5SBJO
JOHGPS$IJMESFOBOE"EPMFTDFOUT

4PDJBM$PNQFUFODF5SBJOJOHGPS$IJM
ESFOXJUI"VUJTN4QFDUSVN%JTPSEFST

4VJUBCMFGPSXPSLJOHCPUIXJUIDIJMESFO
AND adolescents
"USJFEBOEUFTUFETVDDFTTGVMQSPHSBN
8JUIXPSLJOHNBUFSJBMT

5IFCFTUHSPVQQSPHSBNGPSBVUJTUJDDIJMESFO
and adolescents
3FBMMJGFFYFSDJTFTBOEMPUTPGXPSLJOHNBUFSJBMT

The »social competence group training« by Hinsch and
Pentecost has, for many years, been the standard procedure for many psychotherapists, counsellors and coaches.
Barbara Jürgens and Karin Lübben have now applied this
training to therapy and counselling for children and young
people. In addition to the basics for social competence
problems in this age group, the training is also explained
step by step in a manual for children and young people.
Along with this, the authors look at some special aspects,
such as school phobia or unemployment among young
people.

Young people who suffer from autism are often extremely isolated outsiders. They cannot express themselves intuitively and often act inappropriately in social situations. As they get older,
they become aware of this and suffer from it accordingly.
What is the best way to help these children and adolescents?
How can they learn to forge friendships, to develop »social skills«
and be successful at school and in further education?
This 12-week group training provides children and young people between the ages of 9 and 18 with the most important
knowledge and skills, e.g: practicing emotional expressions,
communication rules, making contact, perception of the self
and other people

Barbara Jürgens, professor at the Institute for Educational
Psychology, University of Braunschweig.
Karin Lübben, graduate psychologist, psychotherapist in
private practice in Bielefeld.

Hannah Cholemkery, qualified psychologist, research associate,
Department of Psychiatry, Psychosomatics and Psychotherapy
for Children and Adolescents at the University of Frankfurt.
Christine M. Freitag, professor, head of the Department of Psychiatry, Psychosomatics and Psychotherapy for Children and
Adolescents at the University of Frankfurt.

Barbara Jürgens / Karin Lübben

Hannah Cholemkery / Christine Freitag

4PDJBM$PNQFUFODF(SPVQ5SBJOJOH
GPS$IJMESFOBOE"EPMFTDFOUT

4PDJBM$PNQFUFODF5SBJOJOHGPS$IJMESFOXJUI
"VUJTN4QFDUSVN%JTPSEFST

approx. 224 pages, hardback
ISBN 978-3-621-28187-4
Publication date: 10/2014

223 pages, hardback
ISBN 978-3-621-28148-5
Publication date: 06/2014

Target group
Medical and psychological psychotherapists in
clinics, practices and education; psychiatrists

Target group
Psychotherapists and psychiatrists for children and adolescents
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Beltz Education

8PMGHBOH&OESFT

Y5JQTGPS(PPE-FBSOFST
"'VO)PXUP(VJEFGPS$IJMESFO (SBEFTUP
-FBSOJOHDBOCFNPOTUSPVTMZEJGGJDVMU CVUIFSFT
BMJUUMFNPOTUFSXIPXJMMTIPXZPVBOFBTZXBZUP
MFBSO)BWFBHPPEUJNFXJUIUIJTIPXUPHVJEF
POMFBSOJOHUPMFBSO:PVMMMJLFUIFGVOFYFSDJTFT
BOEUIFDIFFSGVMJMMVTUSBUJPOT1V[[MFPWFSUIF
FYFSDJTFT TDSBUDIZPVSIFBE BOECFDSFBUJWF
In this new how-to guide on learning to learn, Wolfgang Endres gives children 49 of the best tips and
advice on how to keep their motivation up, improve
their concentration and be good at learning. Children can use this book to learn how to learn better.
»7 x 7 Tips for Good Learners« are seven tips each
for seven important learning areas: reading, writing,
arithmetic, working with texts, homework, class tests
and motivation.
Wolfgang Endres, author and editor of numerous
Beltz publications on learning methodologies for
schoolchildren and teachers. In 1973 he founded an
educational center, where he teaches courses and
develops materials on learning to learn.

*ODSFBTFZPVSNPUJWBUJPOBOEJNQSPWF
your concentration
5JQTBOEBEWJDFGPSQBSFOUT
)BWFGVOBOEEPXFMMBUTDIPPM

Learning tips for pupils
from 11 to 16 years

Wolfgang Endres

Y5JQTGPS(PPE-FBSOFST
A Fun How-to Guide for Children (Grades 1 to 5)
approx. 96 pages, hardback
ISBN 978-3-407-62925-8
Publication date: 08/2014
Target group
Schoolchildren in grades 1 to 5, parents, and teachers
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Guide book for a better concentration for pupils from grade 3 to 6

eller
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978-3-407-38065-4
Rights sold: Dutch

seller
Long

978-3-407-38064-7

Beltz Education

(BCSJFMF1FUSJH

.FOUBM&YFSDJTFTGPS5FBDIFST
5FDIOJRVFTUP4VTUBJO:PVBU8PSL
Most teachers chose their careers at one point
because they were passionate about teaching.
5IJTJOJUJBMJNQVMTFPGUFOHFUTMPTUJOUIFIFDUJD
OBUVSFPGEBZUPEBZUFBDIJOH5IJTCPPLXBOUT
UPSFNJOEZPVPGUIFQBTTJPOCFIJOEZPVSDIPJDF
BOEHJWFCBDLBTFOTFPGPQUJNJTNBOETFMGDPOGJ
EFODFJOEJGGJDVMUTJUVBUJPOT
Besides the basic techniques behind mental training,
the book focuses on exercises to reinforce your personal strengths and reflect on your position as a
leader and role model. All exercises can be tried without prior experience in mental training.
Gabriele A. Petrig, freelance trainer and coach since
1989. She works with children and adults to help
them uncover and realize their individual potential,
by innovative therapeutic methods. She trains therapists who work to improve family and organizational
constellations, and mental training coaches for children.
Inneres Licht:
Ich spüre mein
inneres Licht.

2
nswärme:
Herze
Heute strahle
ich besondere
Herzenswärme
aus.

Gesundhe
it:
Ich fühle
mich
gesund
und kraftv
oll.

25

978-3-407-62922-7

 For educators and therapists

Innere Bil
der:
Ich verän
de
meine inn re
eren
Bilder, die
ich
von meine
n
Schülerinn
en und
Schülern
habe.

1PTJUJWFUIJOLJOHGPSNPSFTUSFOHUIBOE
FOUIVTJBTNXIJMFUFBDIJOH
8JUIOVNFSPVTFYFSDJTFT

14
35

.PUJWBUJPOBM$BSETGPS5FBDIFST
These 44 motivational cards provide daily inspiration for teachers. They inspire teachers to make their daily teaching strong and positive. The short but
meaningful texts are aligned with the four elements air, fire, earth and water,
and provide motivation for every kind of teaching situation.

Gabriele Petrig

Gabriele Petrig

.FOUBM&YFSDJTFTGPS5FBDIFST

.PUJWBUJPOBMDBSET
GPS5FBDIFST

Techniques to Sustain You at Work
approx. 128 pages, paperback
ISBN 978-3-407-62918-0
Publication date: 10/2014

44 cards
ISBN 978-3-407-62922-7
Publication date: 10/2014

already published:

978-3-407-62731-5

Target group
Teachers in all types of schools
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Beltz Education

,MBVT3;JNNFSNBOO

Marion Clausen

)PXUP3FDPHOJ[FBOE0WFSDPNF
-FBSOJOH%FGJDJUTJO.BUIFNBUJDT

"1MBZGVM"QQSPBDIUP*ODMVTJPO

)BOETPOHVJEFUPNBUIFNBUJDBMDPNQFUFODF

'SPNBHSBEVBMUPBEJSFDUBQQSPBDI

%ZTDBMDVMJBJTOPXBXJEFMZSFDPHOJ[FEQIFOPNFOPO
"OEZFUUIFSFJTTFMEPNBDPOOFDUJPONBEFCFUXFFOEJG
GJDVMUJFTXJUIBSJUINFUJDJOUIFQSJNBSZTDIPPMBOEDPOUJ
OVFEEJGGJDVMUJFTJOHSBEFTBOE*OGBDU UIJTUSBOTJUJPO
UPUIFVQQFSHSBEFTJTPGUFOUIFQMBDFUPMPPLGPSVOEFSMZ
JOHQSPCMFNT
Klaus R. Zimmermann gets to the bottom of the problem of
learning deficits in mathematics, offers solutions, and illustrates
his explanations with numerous case studies. He also provides
hands-on solutions for other subject teachers who can recognize their students’ difficulties.

(BNFTUIBUBSFFBTZUPSVO
"MTPTVJUBCMFGPSTVCTUJUVUFUFBDIFST
"MNPTUOPUIJOHJTNPSFJNQPSUBOUGPSDIJMEEFWFMPQNFOU
UIBOQMBZ SFHBSEMFTTPGEFWFMPQNFOUBMTUBHF(BNFTBSF
a good way to include children with special needs in priNBSZTDIPPMFEVDBUJPO
This volume offers games for every situation, for use in the
classroom, in pairs, or in the schoolyard. The levels of difficulty
help you to find the right game for your class quickly. At the
end of each chapter, there is an »Idea Box« with suggestions
for further games to play.

Klaus R. Zimmermann, PhD, mathematician and educator. He
assists schoolchildren with learning deficits in mathematics
at the Institute for Special Needs and Enrichment Learning in
Frankfurt am Main.

Marion Clausen, has over 20 years of experience as a journalist
and editor on the subject of “School and Teaching”.

Klaus R. Zimmermann

Marion Clausen

)PXUP3FDPHOJ[FBOE0WFSDPNF-FBSOJOH
%FGJDJUTJO.BUIFNBUJDT

"1MBZGVM"QQSPBDIUP*ODMVTJPO

An Easy Guide to Mathematic Competence
approx. 182 pages, hardback
ISBN 978-3-407-62919-7
Publication date: 09/2014
Target group
Math teachers and teachers of other subject areas
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Y(BNFTGPS1SJNBSZ4DIPPM

7x7 Games for Primary School
approx. 120 pages, paperback
ISBN 978-3-407-62920-3
Publication date: 06/2014
Target group
Teachers, educators

Beltz Education

(8FJHBOEt")BDLMt7.àMMFS0QQMJHFSt(4DINJE FET

-FBSOFS$FOUFSFE&OSJDINFOUGPS(JGUFE4UVEFOUT
An Introduction to Theory and Practice
&OSJDINFOUUFBDIJOHGPSHJGUFETUVEFOUTTIPVME
CFBDPNQPOFOUPGJODMVTJPOJOFWFSZTDIPPMBOE
FEVDBUJPOBMJOTUJUVUJPO OPUKVTUBQBSUPGFOSJDI
NFOUPSTQFDJBMOFFETTDIPPMT5IJTCPPLQSPWJ
EFTBOJOUSPEVDUJPOUPUIFUIFPSZBOEQSBDUJDFPG
JODMVTJWFFOSJDINFOUGPSHJGUFETUVEFOUT OFWFS
MPTJOHTJHIUPGUIFJOEJWJEVBMTDIPPMDIJME
Learner-centered enrichment takes the interests and
goals of individual gifted schoolchildren and youth
into consideration to promote the development of
their cognitive, emotional and social skills. The book
sets out definitions for key terms and describes the
process of developing learner-centered educational
perspectives for your school.

&MFNFOUBSZOFXBQQSPBDIUPFOSJDINFOUGPS
HJGUFEMFBSOFST
.BOZZFBSTPGBQQMJDBUJPOJOWBSJPVT
JOUFSOBUJPOBMDPOUFYUT

Gabriele Weigand , PhD, professor of education at
the University of Education in Karlsruhe and vice rector for research and graduate promotion.
Armin Hackl, school principal responsible for developing an enrichment concept and classes for gifted
and especially talented students at an academic
stream high school (Gymnasium).
Victor Müller-Oppliger, professor of educational psychology and didactics at the University of Education
of Northwest Switzerland in the Chair for Autonomous Learning.
Günter Schmid, PhD, director of the Wiedner Gymnasium in Vienna for many years. He is the founder
and principal of the Sir Karl Popper School for gifted
students.

/VNFSPVTDBTFTUVEJFTBOESFBMMJGFQSBDUJDBM
scenarios

Gabriele Weigand / Armin Hackl / Victor Müller-Oppliger / Günter Schmid (eds.)

-FBSOFS$FOUFSFE&OSJDINFOUGPS(JGUFE4UVEFOUT
An Introduction to Theory and Practice
approx. 320 pages, paperback
ISBN 978-3-407-25712-3
Publication date: 03/2014
Target group
Established teachers and teachers in training, school counsellors
and psychologists, counselling centers, parents
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Beltz Further Training

%JSL-BOHFOLBNQt"OOFUUF.BMPUULF

-FBSOJOH4UBUJPOTJO5SBJOJOH1SPHSBNT
4VDDFTTGVM4FMGEJSFDUFE-FBSOJOHJO(SPVQ4JUVBUJPOT
5IJTCPPLEFNPOTUSBUFTIPXMFBSOJOHTUBUJPOT
JNQSPWFBEVMUDPOUJOVJOHFEVDBUJPO5IFBV
UIPSTFYQMBJODMFBSMZIPXUIJTBQQSPBDIXPSLT 
how to apply it in your own courses, how to use
PGUIFMFBSOJOHNBUFSJBMT BOEUIFBVUIPST
HJWFUJQTBOEFEVDBUJPOBMBEWJDFPOIPXUPTFU
VQBOEEFWFMPQZPVSPXOMFBSOJOHTUBUJPOT
5IFZEFNPOTUSBUFIPXTFMGEJSFDUFE SFGMFDUJWF
MFBSOJOHXPSLT UIFZTIPXIPXUPGPSNVMBUF
DMFBSJOTUSVDUJPOT BOEIPXUPFWBMVBUFXPSL
EPOFJOUSBJOJOHTFNJOBST
Learning stations are used widely in school classrooms, and they are also ideally suited to training
programs and seminars. Each station offers a variety
of learning alternatives that can be completed individually or with others: participants can work at their
own pace, and choose activities to cover the topic
areas most important to them. There is room for
group discussion and open questions in regular plenary situations. This approach combines independent learning and learning with others in a group. In
this way, it can address different levels of prior knowledge and different learning abilities, and is suited to
further education with heterogeneous groups.

4FMGEJSFDUFEMFBSOJOHXJUIJOHSPVQT
.FUIPETPGJOEFQFOEFOU SFGMFDUJWFMFBSOJOH
5JQTBOEFEVDBUJPOBMBEWJDFPOEFWFMPQJOH
learning stations

Dirk Langenkamp, certified educator, consultant and
trainer for an educational institution.
Annette Malottke, lawyer and trainer.

8JEFSBOHFPGPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSMFBSOFSBOE
USBJOFSDSFBUJWJUZ
The standard work for
workshops

Finding a good start in
seminars/workshops

seller
Long ition
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Bests ion
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Dirk Langenkamp / Annette Malottke

-FBSOJOH4UBUJPOTJO5SBJOJOH1SPHSBNT
Successful Self-directed Learning in Group Situations
approx. 240 pages, hardback
ISBN 978-3-407-36561-3
Publication date: 08/2014
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978-3-407-36459-3

978-3-407-36427-2

Beltz Further Training

Sabine Mertens

/FX1FSTQFDUJWFTJO1FSTPOBM$PBDIJOH
through Client Drawings
4USFTT EFQSFTTJPO CVSOPVU GFBSPGMPTJOHPOFT
MJWFMJIPPEUIFTFBSFUIFFNPUJPOBMDIBMMFOHFT
PGPVSUJNFT)PXDBOQFPQMFMJWJOHJOVOTUBCMF
TJUVBUJPOTGJOEPSJFOUBUJPO CVJMETFMGDPOGJEFODF
BOEFYUFOEUIFJSPXOGJFMEPGQPTTJCJMJUJFT
Spontaneous drawings can provide insight into
topics of personal importance, uncover resources,
potential, and illuminate conflicts and blockades.
They can be used to determine the most suitable
plan of action. The many case studies with examples
of spontaneous drawings show the most effective
aspects of this unique method of coaching and
counselling clients.
Sabine Mertens uses numerous client drawings to
demonstrate how coaches, counsellors and trainers
can work with pictures in decision-making and
problem-solving processes.
Sabine Mertens, art therapist and psychotherapist
(alternative medicine). Following many years of experience in personnel and organization development for companies, she has been a coach and personnel developer in private practice in Hamburg
since 2003.

 Personal coaching using client drawings: a
VOJRVFBQQSPBDI
*OOPWBUJWF NPTUMZOPOWFSCBMNFUIPEPMPHZ
and interdisciplinary approach
/VNFSPVTDBTFTUVEZWJHOFUUFTBOETJY
GVMMMFOHUIDBTFTUVEJFT

Success factors for positive
corporate management

A new approach in coaching:
Schema-Coaching

978-3-407-36541-5

978-3-407-36528-6

Sabine Mertens

/FX1FSTQFDUJWFTJO1FSTPOBM$PBDIJOH
through Client Drawings
approx. 340 pages, hardback
ISBN 978-3-407-36562-0
Publication date: 10/2014
Target group
Coaches and their clients, managers and their employees,
art therapists, psychotherapists
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Beltz Backlist

Dementia,
Alzheimer’s,
Nursing
Udo Baer/Gabi Schotte-Lange
5IF)FBSU%PFTOPU4VGGFS
GSPN%FNFOUJB

Udo Baer/Gabriele Frick-Baer/
Gitta Alandt
8IFO0MEFS1FPQMFCFDPNF
"HHSFTTJWF

Huub Buijssen
5IF.BHJDBM8PSMEPG
"M[IFJNFST

Herbert Renz-Polster/
Gerald Hüther
)PX$IJMESFO(SPX5PEBZ
Rights sold: Croatian

Eva Solmaz
The Space between Beds
Rights sold: Czech

Reinhard Winter
Boys Need Clear Messages

Gitta Jacob/Laura Seebauer (eds.)
$BTFCPPL4DIFNB5IFSBQZ

Gerhard Zarbock
*OWJUBUJPOUP4DIFNB5IFSBQZ

Gitta Jacob/Arnoud Arntz
4DIFNB5IFSBQZJO1SBDUJDF
Rights sold: English, Italian,
Japanese, Polish, Ukrainian

Christof Loose/Peter Graaf/
Gerhard Zarbock (eds.)
4DIFNB5IFSBQZXJUI$IJMESFO
and Adolescents
Rights sold: Dutch, English, Italian

Eva Faßbinder/Ulrich Schweiger/
Gitta Jacob
5IFSBQZ5PPMT4DIFNB5IFSBQZ

Gitta Jacob/Hannie van
Genderen/Laura Seebauer
(PJOH/FX8BZT
Rights sold: English, Turkish

Neele Reiss/Friederike Vogel
&NQBUIFUJD$POGSPOUBUJPO
JO4DIFNB5IFSBQZ

Christine Zens/Gitta Jacob
%JGGJDVMU4JUVBUJPOTJO
4DIFNB5IFSBQZ

Guidebooks
for Parents

Schema Therapy

Verlagsgruppe Beltz 1PTUGBDI  8FJOIFJN(FSNBOZ  www.beltz.de

